Enjoy these sample pages from The Blue Unicorn’s Journey To Osm Coloring Book.
This is not only a coloring book but it is also a companion book designed to introduce you to the characters in the story so that when you read the book it will be easier to remember all of the many personalities.
The Blue Unicorn's Journey To Osm
Coloring Book

by Sybrina Durant

Art by Dasguptarts
Edited by Calyie Martin
Everybody loves unicorns!

Kids... Young adults... And many older adults enjoy coloring as a form of meditation or relaxation these days.

This coloring book has been created so that unicorn lovers of all ages can color and learn about all of the unicorns and other characters from the illustrated book, “The Blue Unicorn’s Journey To Osm”. The colors of the unicorn bodies, manes and tails are all listed on the descriptive page opposite of each character so use those or make each unicorn uniquely your own.

The beautiful illustrations for the story, by Dasquitoarts were painted in water-color. If you decide to try to match that look or if you choose to color with ink that might bleed through the paper, remember to place a piece of cardboard behind the picture first to protect the next page. Crayons, gel pens or colored pencils will not bleed through.

Please share a photo of each of your completed works of art on your Instagram, Pinterest, Facebook and Twitter accounts with #BlueUnicorn in the comment. And like and share our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/The-Blue-Unicorns-Journey-To-Osm-794155627353305/.

Enjoy the bonus illustrated pages from the book. They give you a little clue of what to expect in the story.

If you'd like to read the story, it is offered in three versions— An Illustrated Middle Grade Chapter Book, an Illustrated Young Adult Novel and an unillustrated novel. All are available in ebook or print formats at all online book stores.

Learn about other offerings from Sybrina Publishing at www.sybrina.com.
BABY BLUE UNICORN -
Born Without Magic

Horn: Plain Blue Hide-Covered Horn
Body: Light Medium Blue
Mane & Tail: Darker Medium Blue
Hoof: The Walls of his Hooves are Thin But Dense Shiny Horn

Blue is the first unicorn to be born without a metal horn. He is also the first of the Tribe of the Metal Horned Unicorns to possess no magic at his birth. Will he receive magic and save the tribe?

Blue's mother, Miral, has the same blue coloring. Her horn is made of Indium. It's mirrored surface provides a looking glass into other's souls.
Baby Blue Unicorn
And His Mother
THE BLUE UNICORN - He

Has No Metal Horn

Horn: Plain Blue Hide-Covered Horn
Body: Light Medium Blue
Mane & Tail: Darker Medium Blue
Hoof: The Walls of his Hooves are Thin But Dense Shiny Horn

His Mate: Ghel, the Golden Horned Unicorn

Blue doesn’t feel special because he doesn’t have a metal horn and he doesn’t have any metal related magical powers. However, as he grows older, he learns he has an adventurous spirit and good old common sense. Will that be enough to save the day in the end for all of the unicorns?
The Blue unicorn
As An Adult
GHEL -
The Golden Horned Unicorn

Herd Crest: Empath—The Empath Herd Crest has an open heart surrounding the Celtic symbol for love.
Horn: Gold
Body: Sweet Clover Honey Colored
Mane & Tail: Blonde
Hoof: The Walls of her Hooves are Gold
Her Mate: Blue, the Plain Blue Unicorn

Ghel is empathic. She senses the emotional levels of those around her.

She loves the Blue Unicorn with all of her heart and can tell that there is a hero inside that plain blue hide. The locket she wears once belonged to Blue’s mother.
Ghel

The Golden Horned Unicorn
Cornum - The Brass Horned Unicorn

Herd Crest: Musician — The brass bugle is the symbol for the Musician Herd Crest.
Horn: Brass — This is the only unicorn horn with a Flared Tip.
Body: Dark Yellowish Green Mane: Light Yellowish Green Hoof: The Walls of his Hooves are Brass
His Mate: Style, the Steel Horned Unicorn

His magical talent is music. His horn actually acts as a brass instrument so it can sound like a trumpet, trombone, tuba or any other brass wind instrument. Sometimes Style decorates his mane with lemons and limes, which he doesn't like. She got the idea from all the sour notes that blast from his horn when he's perturbed. His parents were a copper horned filly and a zinc horned stallion which is where he got his brass alloy horn.
Cornum

The Brass Horned unicorn
Cuprum -
The Copper
Horned Unicorn

Herd Crest: Water—. The Water Purification Herd Crest shows a copper cup with the alchemy symbol for water emblazoned on it.

Horn: Copper Embedded with Emeralds

Body: Dark Green Mane & Tail: Red With Green Streaks - Being copper, it sometimes looks tarnished.

Hoof: The Walls of her Hooves are Copper

Her Mate: Tinam, the Copper Horned Unicorn

Cuprum is a scientist who’s abilities allow her to purify water so that the tribe always has fresh water to drink.

With her magical horn, she can create clean water from any source, including mud puddles and the ocean. She also creates water purification pebbles for the others to use when she is not around.
Cuprum

The Copper Horned Unicorn
THE BUZZY-BITER loves the nectar of the Jughead bush.

He spends a lot of time there buzzing from flower to flower.

When the Blue unicorn unwarily swats at him with his tail, Buzzy becomes quite annoyed and retaliates by zeroing in on Blue’s rump with his stinger.

The stinger grows back immediately but Buzzy-Biter venom is nearly fatal to some unicorns. Blue is strongly affected by the poison.

Medical assistance is required and soon!
Buzzy-Biter
PIDO AND FLEGE are Fairies in the Guarded Forest

They are friendly with all the unicorn of the Tribe of the Metal Horn.

The two playful fairies are brother and sister who live in the Guarded Forest. Blue has spent a lot of time playing tag with them to sharpen his eye-sight and increase his ability to zig and zag with ease while running.

They try to help the Blue Unicorn gain information to make his quest easier.
Pido

and

Fleoge
GIRASOL, THE FIREBIRD

has bright scarlet and orange plumage.

When she beats her wings very rapidly, fire is conjured. Her name, Girasol, means fire-opal, a stone with brilliant flame-like colors. Her diet consists of Pepo seeds. Under normal circumstances a single seed gives her vitality for five days but her exertions to help Blue requires her to eat more often.

She helps guide Blue from the air during his travels.

Her motto is: Never leave a friend behind.
Girasol

The Firebird
The Bugans

These three Bugans live near the Phlat Plains in Bugansville. They hunt the Hunongas Elutron to make shields from their leathery wings. They also prize thefilmy under-wings of the Elutron for crafting scarves and veils. After cutting off their wings, they leave the Elutrons defenseless to die on the plain.

They are a brutal society whose lives are spent hunting and slaughtering. They are happy to do the dirty work for the evil sorcerer, Magh.

Their favorite delicacy is Pendragon eggs.
The Bugans
MAGH THE SORCERER from Kudos has nothing but evil intentions for unicorns.

He uses their horns and hooves to create magical potions for conquering the inhabitants of the land of MarBryn. Over the centuries, his soldiers have captured and killed all the Metal Horned Unicorns except for the twelve remaining members.

It will be up to the Blue Unicorn to try to save them all.
Magh

The Sorcerer
IMROZ THE RAGAMOFFYN from the Red Band of Weita.

As a child, Imroz was abducted by Magh’s warriors and brought back to Kudos to be pressed into the evil magician’s servantry corps. Magh paid no attention to her as she was of such a lowly station. This near invisibility allowed her to secretly observe him when he practiced magic.

Over time, with much trial and error, she became proficient in mastering some of his minor skills. Little by little she stole various potions in the hope that one day, she’d be able to use them to help, rather than harm the unicorns.

When the Metal Horned Tribe wandered into Kudos, she found her perfect opportunity.
Imroz

Ragamoffyn from the Red Band of Weita
The Ice Blink Lives at the top of the world in the Smaul Mountains.

The big guy may be ice bound to the mountain but that doesn't mean he is totally isolated from communicating with others. He communicates with the Moon-Star Numen via crystals and copper deposits deep below the mountain. They act as transmitters and receivers from the depths of space and all across the land of MarBryn.

When Blue and his companions stop by for a visit, he enlightens the unicorn about the origins of his ancestors.
The Ice Blink

Icel
MONKEN THE NEBUL
AND HIS HARMONIZER,
HOULEN from Muzika Woods

Monken’s musical instrument is the Hurda-Gurda which is a pear-shaped string instrument played by turning a crank on the side.

His harmonizer is Houlen, which is a small monkey like creature with a very long tail. It makes mild howling sounds to accompany the Hurda-Gurda.
Monken
and
Houlen
The Tribe of the Metal Horned Unicorns and The Blue Unicorn’s group of travelers make separate stops at the Icy Cold Lake where they meet the Cubose. The Cubose are manufactured by the Ice Blink.
THE SINGING TREES OF MUZIKA WOOD have leaves that sound like wind chimes as the wind caresses them.

Sometimes, the trees sing along with the Nebuls who live in their enchanted forest. And when the wind blows through the hollows in their trunks, it makes a droning sound like, “didjerry, didjerry, didjerry.” Their musical symphony can be mesmerizing.
The Singing Trees of Muzika Wood
If you enjoyed learning about the characters in “The Blue Unicorn’s Journey to Osm” in this Coloring Book, then you might be interested in reading one (or all) of the three different versions of the story.

The three versions are an Illustrated Middle Grade Chapter Book, an Illustrated Young Adult Novel and an un-illustrated novel. The illustrated stories contain forty full color fun packed pictures.

Purchase them all in ebook or print formats at all online book stores. Look for audio versions of the books sometime soon, too.

Visit Sybrina.com for more info.
Sybrina Publishing
Where You’ll Find Children’s Picture Books and More

These books are available in print and Ebook formats at all online book stores. Ask for them at your local library and your favorite brick and mortar book stores. For discount price information contact Sybrina@sybrina.com.

Books For Boys

- “Learn to Tie a Tie with the Rabbit & the Fox”
- “Aprende a Ayudar con una Corbata”

Books For Girls

- “Learn to Knot a Neck Scarf with the Rabbit and the Fox”
- “Nellie Knows How To Knot A Neck Scarf”

Learn To Tie Books

Other Books From

Sybrina Publishing

All of these books have accompanying songs. Listen to them for FREE at http://www.Sybrina.com.
The little unicorn foal was born with a plain blue hide covered horn. There was not a glint of metal to be seen.

This is the coloring book for the Blue Unicorn’s Journey To Osm story. Learn about Blue, his Tribe of Metal Horned Unicorns and other characters in the book as you color each one of their portraits. Using your hands and your senses to express your colorful creativity will light up different areas of your brain, making you feel calm and relaxed. For extra benefit, add your own creative doodles to the pages to make them uniquely yours.

After being introduced to the book’s many characters, move on to read the version that best fits your reading level. One is a fully illustrated middle grade chapter book and the other is a fully illustrated young adult novel. Readers will follow the blue unicorn and the Tribe of the Metal Horn through the land of MarBryn as Blue seeks to meet the destiny the Moon-Star Numen has set for him in Muzika Woods.

Centuries after their arrival on MarBryn, there are only twelve unicorns left. They no longer have the technical skills or knowledge required to travel through space-time. One of them doesn’t even have a metal horn... nor does he posses any magic.

Yet, the Moon-Star Numen prophesized that the blue unicorn would be the one to save the tribe and bring the survivors back home to Unimaise. The others don’t have much faith in Blue but he has an adventurous spirit and good old common sense so he takes on the challenge alone.

He is soon joined by his mentor Gaiso, the Stag and his friend, Girasol the Firebird. Together, the companions save a Humongous Elutron from the Bugans and they rescue Gwyn the Pendragon from Yegwa, an evil spirit. Meanwhile, the rest of Blue’s tribe has learned that all horns will be required to meet horn tip to horn tip in order for Blue to receive the Numen’s magic. They race toward Muzika Wood in a desperate bid to reach him before the Moon-Star arrives. In their travels, they barely escape Magh’s city of Kudos with their lives. One unicorn is nearly gummed to death by a Blind Blober in the Caulis Caverns. With misadventures all around, will destiny prevail?

Sybrina Publishing

No metal means no magic...